
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.  ________   

cap 

5. _____ 

rainbow 

9. _________ 

muffin 

7. ___________ 

angel 

8. ____________ 

pencil 

10. ________ 

mice 

13. ________ 

books 

14. _________ 

duck 

12. _______ 

umbrellas 

17. ________ 

backpacks 

4. ____________ 

strawberries 

11. _________ 

Christmas tree 

15. __________ 

robots 

16. __________ 

watch 

18. ________ 

ice-cream 

19. ___________ 

children 
20. __________ 

monsters 

2. __________ 

chocolate 

3. ___________ 

babies 

 
 

6. _________ 

butterflies 



Key 

 

1.  that cap 

2. that chocolate 

3. those babies 

4. those strawberries 

5. that rainbow 

6. those mice 

7. that angel 

8. that pencil 

9. that muffin 

10.those butterflies 

11. that tree 

12. those umbrellas 

13. those books 

14. that duck 

15. those robots 

16. that watch 

17. those backpacks 

18. that ice cream 

19. those children 

20. those monsters 



 

 

 

Check near or far 

                               near          far 

  

1. this cat                                                  

2. those presents                           

3. that chocolate cake                    

4. those tomatoes                           

5. these party hats                         

6. these potato chips                      

7. those flowers                             

8. this ice cream                              

9. that glass                                     

10. this dish                                     

Make these sentences plural 

 

1. This mouse is grey. 

___________________________________ 

2. That child is very cute. 

___________________________________ 

3. This apple tastes yummy. 

___________________________________ 

4. This pencil is not mine. 

___________________________________ 

5. That cherry is sweet and red. 

___________________________________ 

6. That baby is sleeping. 

___________________________________ 

7. This brush has got paint on it. 

___________________________________ 

8. That foxes has got a long tail. 

___________________________________ 

9. This witch has got a long nose. 
__________________________________________ 

10. This present is from the new toy store. 

___________________________________

_ 
 

Circle the correct answer 

 

1. This These are pretty flowers. 

2. That Those is my brother. 

3. This These is a beautiful day.  

4. These This shoes are mine. 

5. Those That red car is my father’s. 

6. These This pencils are new. 

7. That Those house is new. 

8. That Those presents are for you. 

 

Near or Far? 

                               NEAR         FAR 

1. this                         

2. those                                   

3. that                                      

4. these                                    

5. this man                                

6. those boys                             



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Complete with the right demonstrative 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1-…………………..IS A RULER 

5-……………..ARE BANANAS               6- ………………..IS A FROG 

8-……………ARE CRAYONS 7-……………..IS A SCHOOLBAG 

4-………………….ARE BOOKS          
3-…………………..IS A CHAIR 

2-………………..ARE MY FRIENDS 

  

 
 

9-……………IS A PENCIL 

11-………………IS A COW 12-……………….ARE BALLOONS 

10-…………..ARE APPLES 

  

  

 
 

 
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

14-………………. IS A BALL 13-………………..ARE MONKEYS 

15-…………….IS A BIKE 

18-………………IS MY SISTER 

16-………………….ARE TOYS 

20-…………….IS A CRAYON 19-……………….ARE GRAPES 

17-…………..IS MY HOUSE 

  

  

  

24-……………..IS A RABBIT 

22-……………ARE ORANGES 21-……………ARE STARS 

23-……………IS MY SCHOOL 

25-……………..ARE BOOTS 26-…………………IS A HAT 

28-………….. IS A DOLL 27-…………IS AN UMBRELLA 

29-………… ARE MY BROTHERS 30-…………………IS AN APPLE 

 
 

 

 

 

  

 
 

  

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 What’s this? It’s an orange. What’s that? 

It’s aruler. 

What’s this? 

They’re 
oranges 

They’re 
rulers. 

What are 
those? 

MAKE THE SENTENCES PLURAL 
 
1. This is an oven.     ___________________________ 

 2. This shirt is very long.   ___________________________ 

3. That car isn’t quite expensive.  ___________________________ 

4. That garden is full of flowers.   ___________________________ 

5. This cd is cheaper.    ___________________________ 

6. That skirt is out of fashion.   ___________________________ 

7. That building has 25 floors.   ___________________________ 

8. This fish is a shark.    ___________________________ 

9. That dolphin is quite clever.   ___________________________ 

10. That man is a detective.   ___________________________ 

11. Is this a watch?    ___________________________ 

12. Is that a school building?   ___________________________ 

13. Is this a newspaper?   ___________________________ 

14. Where is this girl from?   ___________________________ 

15. What is that called?    ___________________________ 

 
 



 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 Circle the correct option. 

                   
 

                                         
 

 Complete the sentences with  this , that , these , those . 
 

         - ........................ is my dad’s watch.            - Who are ........................ children?           

 - ........................ stars are very bright.      - What is...................... ? It’s an orange.      
 

              - Are ........................ your toys?                  - Do you read all ....................... books?   

 - Where is...................... girl from?              - ...................... isn’t my son’s schoolbag.  

 - ........................ aren’t my clothes.             - ........................ children are my nephews. 



 

 Look at the picture and complete with  this ,  that  ,  these  ,  those  . 

                               

Hi! I’m Joe, the boy next to the door.  ...................... is my classroom.  ...................... is the 

teacher’s desk.  ...................... is her bag and .................... are her pencils.                 

..................... girl on the desk is Karen.  ..................... is her red schoolbag and ..................... are 

her books on the desk.  .....................  boys are my friends Paul & Tom.  .................... is their 

football and.....................  schoolbags on the floor are their schoolbags.   

 Write in the correct order. 

 

 

 

                

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

   

Make quest ions and answ er t hem. Look at  t he examples below : 

Usef ul vocabulary 
 

cake  bee  sock  hat   f low er 

 apple          airplane          cat                car           girl 

 

 What  is t his? This is a cupcake  

 What  are t hese? These are cupcakes 

 What  is t hat ? That  is a monst er   

 What  are t hose? Those are monst ers 

 
1. _______________________________ ?  

___________________________________ 

2. _______________________________ ? 

 ___________________________________ 

3. _______________________________ ? 

___________________________________ 

4. _______________________________ ? 

___________________________________ 

5. _______________________________ ? 

___________________________________ 

6. _______________________________ ? 

___________________________________ 

7. _______________________________ ?  

___________________________________ 

8. _______________________________ ? 

___________________________________ 

9. _______________________________ ?  

___________________________________ 

10. _______________________________ ?  

___________________________________ 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Something singular 
which is near to 

us. 
 

 

Example: Here is the 

pencil in my hand. 

Something singular 
which is far from us.  

 

 Example: There is the pen 

next to the lamp. 

 

Use for more than 
one object (plural) 
which exists – or 

“are” 

Use for one 
object (singular) 
which is (there) 

far from us 

Used to relate in a new 
clause to people and 
objects mentioned. 

 

Example: that blue jacket 

that she has is pretty 

Use to refer to more 
than one person (plural) 
in general aspect which 

exists – or “are” 

Use for more 
than one object 
(plural) which 
are (there) far 

from us. Use for one 
object (singular) 
which is (here) 

near to us 

Used to intensify the 
descriptions of objects.  

Example: that blue jacket that 

she has is that/so pretty  

Use for more 
than one object 
(plural) which is 
(here) near to us 

Complete the sentences with “this, that, these, 
those”, remember each demonstrative can be 
used more than one time. 

Here and there 

1. Can you see  _ _ _ building next to the bank.  
2.  _ _ _  snickers look expensive   
3. _ _ _ view is really beautiful 

 
Present , past and future 
 
4. I should have taken _ _ _ opportunity 
5. _ _ _ time I am not going to fail. 
6. _ _ _ was awesome let’s do it again. 
7. _ _ _ will be great, I’m looking forward to it 

 
Use to replace the subject  
8. I need you to tell me who is _ _ _ 
9. What do you mean by _ _ _ 
10. Don’t worry that much _ _ _ will work out. 

Rearrange the words into correct sentences. 
 

1. Five fingers / there are / in / each hand                      

_________   _______________   ______   ___________ 

2. Upstairs / there is / a bedroom / and a bathroom                                 

_________ ___________________________ ________ 

3. There are / to study English / many ways / that / I like                             

______   ____  ________  ________________________ 

4. My dad knows / there are many / beautiful places 

around the world / that                                                                       

____________  ____  ____________ _______________ 

5. An apple / in that basket? / is there                                                      

_________   ___________   _______________ 

6. Twenty children / are there / in this class?                                 

_________ __________________ ____________             

See if you know the difference between they’re , 

there and their.    

1. _ _ _ _  really wonderful people, you should meet them 

2. If you ask me _ _ _ _ the best team in the whole world.                                               

3. Don’t you just love children _ _ _ _ so/ that innocent. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. that 
2. those 
3. this 
4. that 
5. this 
6. that 
7. these 
8. that /this / it 
9. that this/ it 
10. that / this / it 
11. there are / five fingers /in /each hand 
12. there is/ a bedroom / and a bathroom / upstairs 
13. i like / that / there are / many ways / to study english 
14. my dad knows / that / there are many / beautiful places around… 
15. Is there an apple in that basket 
16. Are there twenty children in this class 
17. They’re 
18. Thet’re 
19. They’re 
20. over 

 



 

DEMONSTRATIVE PRONOUNS 

Singular Plural 

THIS  

 
 
 
                 
                   This is my schoolbag.  

THESE 

 
 
            
 
                    These are my pencils.  

THAT 

 
 
 
 
                  That is my ruler. 

THOSE 

 
 
 
 
                  Those are my books.  

 

A- Choose the right word. 

1._____ is my favourite book.  

a) These  b) This  c) That 

2._____ students are happy. 

a) Those b) That  c) These  

3._____ chairs are comfortable. 

a) That  b) These  c) This  

4._____ is the school bus.  

a) Those  b) These  c) That 

 

B- Answer the questions. Follow the example. 

Example:  What is this? This is a schoolbag. 

 

1. What is that?   __________________________ 

 

2. What are these?  __________________________ 

 

3. What are those?  __________________________ 

 

4. What is this?  __________________________ 

 



Demonstratives: This /That /These /Those   
Read the sentences and then complete them with the words above:  

 

 

1. Does _______ woman over there speak Arabic? 

2. Come and smell _________ perfume. it is lovely. 

3. Is ______ your ring here? No, it isn’t. It’s mum’s. 

4. Whose are ________ shoes here? They are mine. 

5. Do you like _______ handbag over there? Yes, I do.  

6. ________ kites in the sky are beautiful. 

7. Here we are. _______ is my new flat. 

 8. Who is _________ woman at the back of the room? She is my boss. 

 9. Look at _______  clouds over there. It’s going to rain heavily soon. 

 10. How much are _________ trousers? They are fifty pounds.  

 11. Who lives in _____ house at the end of the road? I’m afraid I don’t know.  

  12. What is the name of ________ film we watched last week? 

13. Can you pass me ________ magazine beside you? Yes, certainly. 

17. Look at ______ boys over there! One looks very ill. 

18. I don’t like ________ dress, I think I like _________ one over there more. 

19. We are going to Manchester __________ weekend. Can you come? 

20. Are ______ your glasses upstairs? No, they are Sam’s. 

21. __________ is the first time I have heard that song. It is so nice. 

22. The Robinsons will be leaving for Dubai __________ evening. 

23. I don’t know if I should buy __________ expensive shoes. 

24. _________ storm we had last night was really bad. 

25. How many of  __________ plates do we need for dinner. 

26. I am going to buy _________ scissors, because I have lost mine. 

27. You should read ___________ story. It is so good. 

28. Anna bought __________ lovely drawers from IKEA in the sale. 

29. ___________ is the pen my daughter lost last week. 

 30. __________ are our parents and __________ are our neighbours over there. 

 

Exercise: Use this that these those with things you see around the room. 

Name:  Class: Day: Date: 



. 



 
 

 Put in THIS or THESE      (HERE!!!) 

 

__________ book 

__________ books 

__________ house 

__________ houses 

__________ pencils 

__________ mice 

__________ children 

__________ trousers 

__________ tooth 

__________ jeans 

__________ men 

__________ pupil 

__________ woman 

__________ teeth 

__________ foot 

__________ teacher 

__________ people 

__________ child

 
Put in THAT or THOSE     (THERE!!!) 

 

__________ house  

__________ houses 

__________ horse 

__________ horses 

__________ girl 

__________ boys 

__________ animals 

__________ man 

__________ people  

__________ car 

__________ buildings 

__________ birds 

__________ secretary 

__________ windows 

__________ office

 

Change the sentences into the PLURAL 

 

This book is good. _________________________________________________. 

This office is near the bank. _________________________________________ 

That is my notebook. _______________________________________________ 

This boy is fourteen years old. ________________________________________ 

That dog is black. __________________________________________________ 

This is my house. ___________________________________________________ 

That is a tall building. _______________________________________________ 

This girl has got a doll. _______________________________________________ 

 

 Put in THIS, THAT, THESE or THOSE 

 

__________ is my ball in my hand and __________ is your ball over there. 

__________ is my cup here and __________ is your cup on the table over there. 

__________ is Sally's bike in front of the door and __________ is her coat here. 

__________ is Simon's pen on the floor over there and __________ here is his rubber. 

__________ are our parents and __________ are our neighbours over there. 

__________ is my sandwich here and __________ is Tom's sandwich over there 

__________ are Tony's friends and _________ are my friends over there 

__________ are't Johnny's books but __________ are his books under the table over there. 



this that these those 
 

                                             

What is …………………? 

                                               

What is ………………… ? 

                                    
What are ………………. ? 

 
What are ..……………. ? 

 

 

 
What are ………………. ? 

 

 
What is ………………… ? 
 

 

 
What are ………………. ? 

 

 
What is ………………… ? 
 

 

 
What are ………………. ? 


